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Coaplex Analysi·s~~~lifying Exaaination 
..llSTIFY EVERmiitfi fil: CITATIOO ~ PliDJF. 

<20) 1. Find the principal value of lo~(e3+?i ). 

Sept. 11, 2009 

<20> 2. Suppose that f<z> is defined and analytic in the punctured 
nei'1hborhood of zero, N• {z I 0 < lz I <1} and that for al I z in 
N, lt<z>I < 1. Provide a proof of the standard result that f(z) 
has a reaovab I e s i nguar i ty at z • 0. 

CD 

(20) 3. Evaluate n(1 -12) in t'JO different \Ways. 
n•2 n 

<20) 4. Suppose {f n<z>}n~l is a sequence of analytic functions on a 
reqion A. 'Jhich conver1i•s uqiform'ly on A to a function f(z). Shcrw 
that f<z> is analytic on A and that the sequence of derivatives 
{f~Cz>}nH conver~es uniformly .to f'(z) on compact subsets of A. 

• 
C20) 5. Evaluate the inteQraJ 1 :dx via residue theory. 

0 x + 1 
It is not necessary to simplify your ansver. 

<20) 6. Suppose that f(z) .. u(z) + iv(z) is an entire function with real 
part u(z) and iaa~inary part v<z> such that for all z, 

u<z> + v<z> < 1. 
Prove that f(z) is a constant. 

<20) 7. Suppose pis a third root of 1 <other than 1). Let 

f<z) = sin(z) + sin(pz> + sin<p2z>. 
Prove that f<z> has a zero other than z = O. 

(20> 8. We are Riven t~o sequences of complex numbers, {aj}j~l and 

{fJj}jH' 'Where the o:j are all distinct and )«J)-+co as j~'°. Use 

a combination of the Hitta2-Leffler Theorem and the Weierstrass 
Product Theorem, or any other method, to show that there exists 
an entire function f<z> such that for each j, f(z) takes the 
value ~j at aj with multiplicity at least 2. 

CS bonus points> if you can Qet f(z) which for al I j takes the value ~j at 

z = « j WITH MULTIPLICITY EXACTLY 2. ( f< z) takes the va I ue fJ at 

z:co: vith multiplicity exactly 2 if f(z)-fj has a zero at 
z = c: of order precise I y 2. ) 


